
Voluntary project 
THE POWER OF VOLUNTEERING

1 POSITION IN THE SOCIAL FARM ASINO CHI LEGGE
FROM MARCH TO DECEMBER

Hosting organization

A Ruota Libera onlus is a no profit organization working in the field of disability. We are in the 
south of Rome (50 km) and by building cooperation and process of exchange, we work on the 
realization  of  inclusive  processes  for  people  with  fewer  opportunities.  Our  mission  is  to 
promote a social model that support the enhancement of different abilities and diversity.
We are active in the realization of courses to build autonomies for people with disabilities, from 
basic needs until create possibility for independent living and work. Since 2008 it manages a 
social  farm  where  we  realize  daily  center  for  youth  and  adults  with  disabilities.  The 
organization is specialized in pet therapy with donkeys and garden therapy. The farm is a 
peaceful  place where build  positive  relationships  adapt  to  give the space and respect  the 
rhythm of any personality.
Since 2015, the activities are open to EVS projects, the org host youth that would like to life 
an experience of volunteering connect with farming, social work, and non-formal and outdoor 
education.
Moreover, it uses voluntary service to cooperate with ngos like it that could send and host 
group volunteer or individual once for youth with fewer opportunities and disabilities that might 
requires special and additional support.

BACKGROUND
Social  Agriculture,  is  an  innovative  educational  approach  to  practice  inclusion  in  outdoor 
setting – the farm.
The social farm is a place of relation, learning, exchange and direct experience where people 
are welcome first to establish a positive relationship with animals, plants and other people.
The  philosophy  behind  the  social  farm “Asino  chi  legge”  is  to  build  wellness  pathway  for 
anyone base on the respect of diversity and enhancement of people uniqueness.



The farm is open air place of learning for everyone, so it offers a nice opportunity of growth to 
youth that like to get closer and build relation with disable people.
Learn to  respect  those  people,  understand  the  importance  of  personal  empowerment  and 
autonomies.
This project offers a deep reflection to the meaning or what disability it is and get a focus on 
the respect of any diversity.
It is a chance to learn to look people with special needs in a different way starting for the 
enhancement of each person different abilities. The project is centered on the human being 
and on the wellness of a person. The approach we used, and we would like to transmit is the 
strait of the importance to develop deep relations with nature, animals and other people. We 
base  our  work  on  the  development  of  a  life  style  sustainable  for  the  person  and  the 
environment starting from the value of respect. The respect and the valorization of diversity is 
part of our work to enhance the quality of life of people with special need, whom need a 
different time to develop their skills, abilities and different time for life time.
The project gives the chance to a youth to deeply dive in an experience of life by make is 
volunteer in a special  farm, where all  the rhythm of life is adapted to the needs and the 
respect of nature and person and a place of experimentation an expression is given thanks to 
the connection with nature.

PET THERAPY

The volunteer will:

- learn to interact with disable people;
- develop a supporting attitude through people 
with special needs;

- learn how to support people to develop 
autonomy skills;

- learn to know donkey: characteristics, 
behaviour, attitudes

- learn to interact with animals: the care
- the use of the donkey in pet therapy activities: 
methodology, activities, tools;

- learn how to live in an educational farm: the 
space management, the educational paths;

- to practice the ethics of leave in nature and 
respect environment;

- to develop and have the space of practice of a 
sustainable attitude;

- learn to manage a organic garden: seed, plant, 
eat;

- learn bike roles in city;
- leave the content of solidarity in a social farm



FARMING



Learning goals:
The volunteer will learn
- to work in an inter cultural team
- to follow instruction
- to propose ideas and develop those
- to have deeper knowledge about non formal education and learning
- to be aware about the benefits of social farming
- to project, implement and evaluate educational activities
- learn about social cooperative and ong projects in Italy
- develop his/her creativity for the educational work
- learn local language and discover local culture and habits
- enrich his/her personal knowledge about disability
- adopt an healthy lifestyle in a new environment

RELAXING TIME IN THE FARM

Number of volunteer required: 1

More over:
- learn to live with group of volunteers
- learn to live in a new country
- learn Italian culture and language

Voluntary profile:
The  project  is  addressed  to  a  youth  (male  or  female)  that  would  like  to  live  an  educational  
experience closely in contact with nature, animals and special need people. The project welcome a 
youth that would like to explore the disability dimension and learn more about different abilities. 
Moreover a youth that would like to live a different experience base on the creation of relation

with  the  specific  surrounding  and  association  life  dynamic.  It  offers  to  the  participant  the 
opportunity to develop a sensitiveness to empower disable people to live their autonomies and 
develop their skills.
Responsible of the project:
Elisa Pellirossi, project coordinator (coordinating and hosting organization) 
Alessandro Buonerba, Tutor and farm coordinator (hosting organization)

Accommodation:
The volunteer will be hosted in a volunteer’s apartment with sharing rooms, toilets, kitchen living 
room.

Included of wifi connection

Pocket money + food:
each volunteer  will  receive  a 
monthly pocket money 300 €.



Transport:
The  volunteer  have  the 
opportunity to receive a bike 
equipment to use to  move  in
autonomy, Anzio e Nettuno are 
close cities (2 km on from another)
 and bike distance are between 4 
and 8 kms.                                                                                                LIFE WITH OTHER VOLUNTEERS
More over if needed he/she will be have the chance to use public transport to reach work with 
the other member of the farm.

Project vanue
The project take place in the Municipality of Nettuno, a town of 50000 habitants in the direct  
surrounding of Rome (40 km in the south). Anzio is in the seaside, and is a place reach of history 
and culture. By been close to Rome is a reference point for the tourism.
The municipality is near by Nettuno, the closes town (2km) and with it they share service and 
activities.
This is a liveable territory to live in winter and summer. Especially in summer gain population 
because numerous tourist comes to enjoy the sea.
In the city you can easily move by train, bus or bike because distance are contained.

Activity place:
Social Farm, ASINO CHI LEGGE

Activities schedule
The project is composed of 34 hours week activities, 5 days of work 2 day of free time per week from 
Monday to Friday.

The volunteer collects to 2 days of holiday each month.
The volunteers will respect an alternating timetable one week following the morning, one the 
afternoon schedule.
Language course and OLS (Online Linguistic Support):
Before the mobility the participant will be registered to the online platform to asses his/her Italian 
language level, after this he/she will have the access to the online language course.
The volunteer will be asked to follow the Online course at list 1hourse for week during all the 
project length, to pass the final test – and get the language certificate.
Moreover, depending on the Italian level, the volunteer will take part to an Italian lesson organized 
for the volunteer with the support of a language teacher, at least 20 hours course.

Insurance:
The sending organization will be responsible to enroll the volunteer in the
CIGNA insurance and give to the volunteer all the information about the use of it long the EVS. 
The enrolment should be done before departure.



If you would like to know some more about us
www.aruotaliberaonlus.altervista.org

about our evs past esperience
https://aruotaliberasve.wordpress.com/

https://aruotaliberasve.wordpress.com/
http://www.aruotaliberaonlus.altervista.org/
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